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36 inch ramp access (3 feet)

48 inch ramp access (4 feet)

60 inch ramp access (5 feet)

72 inch ramp access (6 feet)

What elevation do you prefer for the accessible ramp structure?

Base: all respondents (n = 18). Single-select choice options.
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Structure expansion

Elevated climbers

Ground-based climbers

Climbable cone spinner

Other

What is your preference for building additional climbing features into the 

Mercerdale Playground?

Base: all respondents (n = 20). Single-select choice options.
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Accessible whirl

Enclosed whirl

Unity SpinR

Cozy cocoon

What is your preferred spinning feature for the new Mercerdale Playground?

Base: all respondents (n = 19). Single-select choice options.
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Question Report

Report Generated: 4/15/2021 7:58

Topic Webinar ID # Question

Mercerdale Playground Public Meeting #2867 5154 3344 37

Question Details

# Question Answer(s)

1

in the proposed design, how many "play toys" are age appropriate for 

the 2-5 yo group vs. the 6-12 yo group? live answered

2 Swinging and sliding were my two choices but I had to choose one! Thanks Meg for picking one.

3

I suggest you not announce the choices before the poll is over so as 

not to influence anyone's vote! Thanks againg Meg for the feedback.

4 How do wheelchairs and walkers do with synthetic grass?

The grass is very firm. It is over a pad which provides the fall 

protection. It is fully accessible for wheelchairs.

5 Kudos on the polls --very clear and the photos are FANTASTIC. Thanks for the feedback Meg.

6

What is the cost difference between the options for the surfacing.  

Thanks!

The rubber and grass are not that much different. what drives up the 

cost is the labor to create designs with them. So the mixed media 

surface would be more expensive, and the cost goes up with the 

amount of detail that is incorporated.

7

My kids are wondering if that picture of the mixed use surface is from 

a park nearby,... we want to visit :) It's cool isn't it? Sorry, it's from a catalog. I don't know where it is.

8 What is the height of the current playground? I haven't measured, but I think it is 5' at its tallest from my memory.

9 Next to the curly Q slide, what is that?

That is the Flextread climber, a conveyer belt like material that moves 

as you climb

10 Side by side in option 4? Yes we included in all options

11

The height looks great but I'm concerned that with the 60" or 72" so 

much space is taken up that there isn't enough room for other 

activities. Also I'm wondering what the difference is cost is. live answered

12 what are ADA stairs? live answered

13

are we able to do a poll of the attendees as to how many people who 

are attending have children with disabilities , people attending who 

are disabled (as parents grandparents) and people who have fully 

"capable" children?

If panelists would like to self-identify or share more about their 

personal experiences they are welcome to do so here or on the Let's 

Talk Page. The City cannot ask that type of quesiton in a public 

meeting. Thank you for the thought.

14

We have one vote for elevated climbers and one for the climbable 

cone spinner form our house It's tough when the household is divided! Thanks for participating.

15

Thank you! Great presentation & thoughtful options...appreciate your 

work, City! Thank you for joining the meeting tonight!

16

Great format - super way to have the entire family participate -thank 

you! Thank you for participating!

17

Great job on the polls and images!  Nice presentation.  Thanks.  Love 

the thoughtful inclusivity additions.

Thank you for making time for the meeting tonight and for providing 

your feedback.

18 Thank you!!! Our kiddos loved being able to vote and provide input. Thanks for joining the meeting and bringing along the kiddos!

19 Is there a chance for open conversation? The raise hand function is operational now.

20

Thank you for your attention to making this playground a fun place for 

ALL children. We appreciate you joining the meeting. Thank you!

21 Do we see any chance for a possible water feature? live answered
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# Question Answer(s)

22

Thank you so much, this was a fun way for the kids to be involved! We 

can't wait for the new park, thanks for all your hard work.

Thanks to you and your family for participating in the meeting 

tonight!

23 Will the final design be audited by your consultant Mara Kaplan?

Yes! Mara has even helped in our continued design of the train 

feature

24

Has anyone suggested turning those exercise stations into additional 

park features? We go to Mercerdale a lot, and  have seen only one 

person ever using any of the stations. Signage could be changed to 

include play options. live answered

25 yes i would like a water featyre PLEASE From Valerie, i am 9

Thanks so much Valerie for sharing your ideas! My kids love water 

features too!

26

My two children with special needs would enjoy a water feature for 

the rest of their lives!

Thank you Jill, the water feature is popular for many ages. We've also 

received feedback as part of the Parks, Recreation, and Open Space 

(PROS) Plan and imagine we'll be talking more about the spray park 

as part of that process.

27

Great point about the workout stations (that are also not accessible) 

nobody ever uses them. Those are options for monkey bars. live answered

28

Will the musical/sernsory equipment area be sufficiently distanced 

from the more active play areas? live answered

29 LOVE the music elements, chimes, etc My kids love them too! Thanks Meg.

30 Many generations is an important mention. Absolutely!

31

Sorry if you already covered this but what does the train feature look 

like? live answered

32

Thank you Thank you for considering the fence!!! Super important for 

safety :)

Appreciate you raising the topic during the presentation as we had 

not included that detail.

33

These could be play structures - we've seen kids playing on them, no 

adults exercising/

Thanks Mariana. This is definitely something we can take a look at as 

part of a future phase.

34

Agree with Daniel Thompson about this presentation! When ?will we 

see the train rendering? live answered

35

Thank you so much, for taking into account everything. This looks 

amazing. live answered

36 We didn't talk about swings? live answered

37 Please conisder a larger swing that multiple kids can sit on.
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